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Is Your Case Ready for Appeals? 
Examination Edition 

(edited transcript) 
 
 
Lane: Good afternoon.  
 
 
 My name is Deborah Lane, Appeals Team Manager, from St. 

Louis, Missouri. I manage a team of Appeals Officers, who 
consider exam cases. Joining me on stage is Clifford Whitely, 
ATM, Birmingham, Alabama, who manages a team of Settlement 
Officers who consider collection cases. Today, we will lay out the 
steps for ensuring that your case is ready to proceed to Appeals. 
We will discuss the role of Appeals, and how the Appeals process 
works.  

 
 We will outline what steps should be taken before coming to 

Appeals, so that taxpayers do not come to Appeals prematurely. 
This presentation will provide guidance on how to prepare a proper 
protest, and what is necessary for a successful appeal. Lastly, you 
will learn about other options available to get to an earlier 
resolution of your client's case.  

 
 The Appeals mission is to resolve tax controversies without 

litigation on a basis that is fair and impartial to both the 
government and the tax payer, in a manner that will enhance 
voluntary compliance and public confidence in the integrity and 
efficiency of the service. The Appeals mission is based on the 
foundation of an independent Appeals organization within the IRS. 
Our goal is to be impartial. We try to honor both the government's 
need for an effective tax system and the tax payer's right to be 
treated fairly within the law. Getting to the right answer takes time 
and resources, and these are limited for both the taxpayers and the 
government.  

 
 We're therefore constantly looking for ways to reduce the length of 

the Appeals process and to work more efficiently and thereby 
reduce tax payer burden. We have been resolving cases between 
the IRS and taxpayers for 89 years. 

 
 So how do we accomplish our mission? We listen to and consider 

the positions of both sides. It is important to note that without the 
tax payer's consent, appeals is prohibited from engaging in ex parte 
communications with Compliance. An ex parte communication is a 
communication between an Appeals employee and employees of 
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other IRS functions, without the tax payer or representative being 
given an opportunity to participate in the communication. And this 
is clearly defined in Revenue Procedure 2012-18.  

 
 We consider and evaluate all arguments and available information. 

We independently determine the best settlement by weighing the 
hazards of litigation. A hazard settlement is one that reflects our 
assessment of how your case would be resolved by a Court if it 
were litigated.  

 
 
 We consider the law including relevant Court cases and the facts 

during our determination. An Appeals Hearing Officer must 
consider admissibility, credibility and the probative or substantive 
value of available evidence. We also consider how the Court in 
your circuit has resolved similar cases. Or, if there are no similar 
cases, how other Courts have ruled on the issue. Our goal is to 
resolve the cases in a manner that is fair to both the government 
and the taxpayer.  

 
 Recent policy changes have further strengthened our independence. 

For example, Appeals will not raise new issues or reopen issues on 
which the tax payer and Compliance reached an agreement during 
the examination, except in instances involving fraud, malfeasance 
or misrepresentation of a material fact. 

 
 If Appeals receives new information from the taxpayer that in the 

judgment of the Appeals Officer, merits additional analysis and/or 
investigation by Compliance, then the case will be returned to 
Compliance to examine the new information. Appeals will attempt 
to settle a case on factual hazards when the case submitted by 
Compliance is not fully developed and the tax payer has presented 
no new information or evidence. Additionally, an Appeals Officer 
may consider alternative legal theories when resolving a case. But, 
remember our settlements are impartial to both the taxpayers and 
the government. Appeals Officers consider various cases from 
Compliance, both field and campus. Our work streams can be 
divided into two main categories: non-docketed and docketed.  

 
 
 The process usually begins with an audit of the tax payer's return 

where Compliance is proposing certain adjustments to the return. 
In most instances, the examiner will issue a 30 day letter, or other 
letter explaining the disallowance of a claim or the disallowance of 
a penalty abatement request. The tax payer has the option to either 
agree or to file a protest, requesting Appeals' consideration. So let's 
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talk about when should you file a protest to come to Appeals. There 
are many situations, but some that are included are when the law is 
unclear, there is an absence of legal precedence, or if you don't 
agree with Compliance's interpretation of the law.  

 
 This may create a hazard of litigation for both sides. If the case 

does not neatly fit into existing case law, if there are different 
opinions as to the law, facts or value of something. For example, if 
professional appraisers have given different property values for the 
item on your case. There could be conflicting Court decisions. 
Generally, Tax Court judges in the same federal appeals circuit 
Court, all need to follow the decisions within their circuit. This is 
commonly referred to as the Golsen rule. Okay, so this is a small 
case protest, and this protest is the cornerstone of your client's case.  

 
 In smaller cases, defined as a case with a deficiency of less than 

$25,000.00 per tax period, tremendous detail is not required. You 
may submit a small case request if the entire amount of additional 
tax and penalty proposed for each tax period is $25,000.00 or less. 
There is a note here: employee plan, exempt organizations, S 
corporations and partnerships are not eligible for small case protest.  

 
 Follow the instructions in the letter you received. You can use 

Form 12203, Request for Appeals Review, or the form referenced 
in that letter, to file your appeal or just prepare a brief written 
statement. List the disagreed items and the reasons you disagree.  
Now a formal written protest is required to request an appeals 
conference in all cases with a deficiency exceeding $25,000.00 per 
tax period. It is essential that the protest adequately explain the tax 
payer's position. The protest communicates the reason for the 
disagreement, along with the supporting law.  
 
Let's take a look at what information should be included in a formal 
protest. Of course your name, address and a daytime telephone 
number that we can contact you at. A statement that you want to 
appeal the IRS's findings to the Office of Appeals. Enclose a copy 
of the letter that you received that shows the proposed changes, the 
tax periods involved, a list of each proposed item with which you 
disagree, and the reason you disagree with that issue. The facts that 
support your position on each item and the law or authority, if any, 
that supports your position on the item. Now, also required is the 
Penalties of Perjury statement, which should read, under the 
penalties of perjury, I declare that the facts stated in this protest and 
any accompanying documents are true, correct and complete to the 
best of my knowledge and belief. And make sure you sign under 
the, Penalties of Perjury statement. 
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 Now, if your representative prepares and signs the protest for you, 

then he or she must substitute a declaration for the Penalties of 
Perjury statement. And this includes the statement that he or she 
submitted the protest and any accompanying documents and 
whether he or she knows personally that the facts stated in the 
protest and any accompanying documents are true and correct.  
You must send your formal written protest to Compliance within 
the time specified in the letter that offers you the right to appeal the 
proposed changes. And generally, the time limit is 30 days from the 
date of the letter. 

 
 If the tax payer does not respond to the 30 day letter, then 

Compliance will issue a Statutory Notice of Deficiency. This is 
known as a 90 day letter. This is the tax payer's ticket into the 
United States Tax Court. A docketed case is one where the service 
has issued a Statutory Notice, and the tax payer files a petition for 
review by the US Tax Court.  

 
 
 These cases are one step away from trial, and counsel generally 

sends these cases to Appeals to make an attempt to reach settlement 
with the tax payer. Appeals conferences are informal and usually 
conducted by correspondence, e-fax or telephone.  

 
We currently have six campus locations that work Appeals cases, 
initiated by campus functions. Additionally, there are field offices 
located throughout the country. Okay, now that we've discussed the 
basics of the appeals process for exam cases, we would like to 
demonstrate through a series of roleplaying scenarios how to 
effectively handle a case through the appeals process. Keep in mind 
that these conferences can be done by phone, correspondence or 
less commonly, in person.  

 
 We will begin with an income tax case and then illustrate a 

docketed case. For this presentation, the tax payer is not real, so if 
anything sounds at all familiar, please keep in mind that it is merely 
a coincidence. Now how do we know that? Because we created all 
of the facts of this scenario, and they are based nowhere in reality. 
Now also, please pay attention because during each of the 
roleplays, we will ask you to vote as to the outcome of how you 
would decide the case, pretending to be the Hearing Officer.  

 
 Okay, so a little background on the case. We have a taxpayer, 

Melody Talent operates a closely held LLC talent agency from her 
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home that represents professional musicians. The LLC called 
Harmony Musical Performers LLC, has been in business for many 
years. The income from the LLC is reported on her Schedule C.  

 
 
 Melody generally represents local artists with dreams of stardom 

that did not come to fruition and who wind up playing in bands that 
perform at weddings or local bars. However, over the years, 
Melody represented an occasional client who had a hit song and 
became briefly successful  before fading back into obscurity. 
Although she has generally enjoyed her career, Melody has often 
dreamed of striking it big with one big performer so she could 
retire comfortably. One day in 2012, a colleague of Melody's 
referred a particularly talented, but difficult client: a heavy metal 
band named Wendy and the Wolfpack. This friend referred 
Melody, thinking that Melody's experience and calm, professional 
demeanor might be effective in dealing with this client. Although 
Melody had a few clients over the years who performed heavy 
metal music, she was aware of their occasional outrageous and 
socially unacceptable behavior.  

 
 But still, she also knew of this band's rising popularity. Had she 

thought harder about it, Melody probably would have declined to 
pick up this client, but she persuaded herself that Wendy and the 
Wolfpack was her ticket to financial success. And, she agreed to 
represent the band. The relationship between Melody and the band 
got off to a good start. The band was serious about capitalizing on 
its first hit song, We Don't Care if You Like Our Music, and agreed 
to do a number of small concerts around the country.  

 
 Enthusiastic crowds greeted them everywhere, another hit song 

followed, and major promoters started to book them in larger 
venues. In 2013, the band went on lengthy tours of Europe and 
Asia, played to packed stadiums around the United States, and 
prepared for a role in a major motion picture. 

 
 Melody had never made this kind of money before. On the other 

hand, she had never been so overwhelmed or disorganized either. 
Being away from her home and office for months at a time was a 
real challenge, and her normally adequate financial records were in 
complete disarray. She had never tried using financial software, so 
on the rare occasions when she was home, Melody simply threw 
disorganized receipts and records into boxes to be dealt with later. 
In April of 2014, an exhausted Melody dropped all of her records at 
her tax preparer's office and told them to do the best they could in 
putting together her 2013 return. 
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 Well, as fate would have it, Melody's 2013 return was selected for 

examination. At the time of the scheduled examination, Melody 
was trying to deal with an incident with the band whose behavior 
had reached the point where promoters were canceling 
engagements, and she missed the appointment.  

 
  
 She also failed to respond to the Revenue Agent's attempts to 

contact her afterward. The Revenue Agent issued a 30 day letter 
disallowing all of Melody's travel expenses and applied the 
accuracy related penalty of 20 percent to the adjustments. A 
frightened Melody took the letter to her tax preparer who referred 
her to an enrolled agent, Alexander Aid, to prepare a request that 
her case be sent to Appeals. Mr. Aid reviewed Melody's documents 
and prepared a formal protest, requesting an Appeals hearing. In 
the protest, he explained in detail the reasons the Revenue Agent 
had improperly disallowed the travel expenses. He also set forth in 
detail the reasons the accuracy related penalty should not be 
applied to the adjustments. He supported his conclusions with case 
law.  

 
 
 The case was assigned to Appeals Officer Sharp. After having 

adequate time to review the case and become thoroughly familiar 
with the tax payer's and government's positions, AO Sharp sent a 
substantial contact letter to Mr. Aid. Mr. Aid reviewed the AOs 
letter and went over Melody's records in detail, securing as much 
additional information about her expenses as he could. Mr. Aid met 
with Melody to go over what information she had received 
previously, and plan out a strategy before having an initial 
conference with AO Sharp. As requested by AO Sharp's contact 
letter, Mr. Aid and Melody mailed the information to her in 
advance of that conference. Well good morning Mr. Aid.  

 
Whitely: Good morning Ms. Sharp.  
 
 
Lane: Let me being by advising you of your appeal rights, the appeals 

process, options available if no settlement is reached, etcetera. 
First, at the end of this process, if your client is unsatisfied with the 
process result and wants her case heard further, then she can make 
that request to our alternative dispute resolution program. We offer 
post-appeals mediation for eligible cases. I will be glad to expand 
on it when the occasion presents itself. Secondly, at the conclusion 
of your case, and if Appeals sustains the adjustment, then we will 
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issue a closing letter outlining our determination, and we will 
instruct you of your options going forward. No settlement is final 
unless approved by my manager. Do you have any questions for 
me before we continue?  

 
Whitely: You have decided to close this case as a no-change, right?  
 
Lane: Well, not exactly. But I have reviewed the case file and your 

protest. As you know, the Revenue Agent disallowed all of the 
travel expense because of lack of substantiation. 

 
 
 Additionally, the Revenue Agent proposed an accuracy related 

penalty because your client failed to provide any documentation to 
Compliance. Are there additional facts you would like to add?  

 
Whitely: As a matter of fact, there are. My client was so busy trying to keep 

her business going that her records were a mess when she gave 
them to the tax preparer. The tax preparer assumed that Melody 
could back up the numbers she provided to him. When Melody 
received the audit letter, she did not dedicate the appropriate time 
to organize her information and she failed to appear for the 
scheduled meeting with the auditor. The auditor closed the case, 
disallowing Melody's travel expenses and proposed an accuracy 
related penalty.  

 
 My client disagreed and was given her appeal rights. She came to 

my office and I prepared her protest requesting an Appeals hearing, 
so here we are.  

 
Lane: Well, what can you tell me about the documents and information 

you provided me prior to today's conference?  
 
 
Whitely: Well, I secured some documents combined with a sworn statement 

signed under penalty of perjury from my client to present to you. 
My client has been able to reconstruct her calendar and business 
travel. I obtained copies of credit card statements and was even 
able to locate some receipts for expenses she paid in cash. I 
consolidated all of this information into a spreadsheet, and 
supporting documentation is attached. As for the penalties, I do not 
believe my client should be charged any accuracy related penalties. 
This is an honest misunderstanding. She gave the preparer an 
estimated of her travel expenses, and he used the figures on the 
return without verifying substantiation.  
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 My client is not an accountant. She is just trying to run her 
business. She was just trying to get her taxes done on time and 
honestly, she never imagined that she would get audited.  

 
 
Lane: Well, I understand. Did you submit these substantiation documents 

that you sent me to Compliance?  
 
Whitely: No, we did not. Unfortunately, my client never provided any of this 

information to Compliance. Also, in preparing for the appeal, I 
realized the return preparer failed to include additional expenses 
that were deductible on the return. Can you consider these now as 
part of this appeal? I have a detailed spreadsheet and the invoices 
for your review.  

 
Lane: Well, any new issues raised must be reviewed by Compliance first. 

Did you raise these new expenses in the protest?  
 
Whitely: Well, no I did not. My client discovered the expenses after the 

protest was submitted.  
 
Lane: Well, Mr. Aid, based on the new issues that you have raised, and 

my review of the new information that you provided, I have 
determined that this information warrants additional analysis or 
investigation by Compliance.  

 
 
 Therefore, I will have to close the case and return it to Compliance 

for an examiner's review.  Appeals does not examine new 
information. Our mission is to resolve controversies after a 
decision has been made by Compliance.  

 
Whitely: Well, I understand. When can we hear from Compliance?  
 
Lane: Well, that depends on their case load. Normally, they get back to 

you within a reasonable time.  
 
Whitely: Thanks.  
 
Lane: So, 60 days go by and the tax payer and his representative receive a 

revised report from Compliance, allowing a portion of the Schedule 
C travel expenses based on the additional documentation submitted 
by the representative. The examiner also accepted all of the new 
additional expenses provided by Mr. Aid. However, the examiner 
did not remove the accuracy related penalty from the revised 
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report. The representative disagreed with Compliance's 
determination and sought review by Appeals.  

 
 The case is returned to Appeals as a new receipt. Ms. Sharp 

receives the revised report and contacts Mr. Aid to schedule a 
conference. Good morning Mr. Aid, I have reviewed the Revenue 
Agent's revised report.  

 
Whitely: I was truly hoping that exam would have allowed all of the 

expenses. My client has paid an extensive amount of expenses on 
behalf of these bands to stay in business, and we have tried to 
reconstruct the information as best we could. Additionally, I don't 
believe my client should be charged any penalties. I understand she 
was disorganized, but she should not be penalized.  

 
Lane: Okay, so now it's time for our audience participation. By a show of 

hands, how many people believe that the tax payer provided 
appeals with enough support for her position such that AO Sharp 
should simply have allowed full deduction for her travel expenses? 

 
 
 Everybody for yes. Okay. Okay, raise your hands if you think no. 

And how about a show of hands for I just don't know, I'm not sure.  
 
Whitely: [Laughs].  
 
Lane: Okay. All right, how about the penalty? Do you believe that the 

representative has presented sufficient information to Appeals such 
that AO Sharp should simply abate the penalty? Again, raise your 
hand if you think yes.  

 
Whitely: [Laughs]. 
 
Lane: How about raise your hand if you think no. Okay. Anybody for I 

don't know this time? All right, thank you. Well, here we go with 
the book answer.  

 
Whitely: [Laughs].  
 
Lane: Based on my review of the case file, including the additional 

information that you previously provided, relevant case law and the 
examiner's revised report, I have determined that both the 
government and the tax payer face hazards should this case proceed 
to Court.  
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 Generally, no accuracy related penalty is imposed if it is shown 
that the tax payer had reasonable cause for the position taken, and 
the tax payer acted in good faith. The determination of whether the 
tax payer acted with reasonable cause and in good faith is made on 
a case by case basis, taking into account all the relevant facts and 
circumstances. The most important factor is the extent of the tax 
payer's effort to assess his proper tax liability. Circumstances that 
may indicate reasonable cause and good faith include honest 
misunderstanding of fact or law that is reasonable in light of all the 
facts and circumstances. I'm extending an offer to allow 25 percent 
of the travel expenses disallowed by exam. However, as far as the 
penalty, I am sustaining the penalty as your client has failed to 
demonstrate reasonable cause.  

 
 
 However, because additional expenses have been allowed, there is 

less tax owed and as a result the penalty has decreased.  
 
Whitely: Only 25 percent? What if I don't agree with your settlement?  
 
Lane: Well, if you don't agree with our settlement proposal, then you 

have the right to request post-appeals mediation, where a third 
party mediator from Appeals will mediate our disagreement.  

 
Whitely: Although we were hoping for a higher deduction, my client wants 

to finalize this matter. We realize we have hazards in this case. We 
will accept your offer.  

 
Lane: Oh, perfect.  
 
Whitely: [Laughs].  
 
Lane: I will send you computations and the agreement forms for your 

review. Once you receive them, please return them promptly.  
 
Whitely: Great. Thank you, Ms. Sharp.  
 
Lane: All right. [Laughs]. So Melody continued to work tirelessly to 

make ends meet. At the same time, the band members were letting 
success go to their heads.  

 
 Their antics and lack of responsibility started to exceed Melody's 

ability to deal with them. She was constantly paying cash for 
damaged hotel rooms and rental cars, food and drink for exorbitant 
meals out, fines to local Courts and payments to paparazzi to stay 
away. Because the band members made no effort to reimburse her 
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for these expenses, she simply assumed that she would be able to 
write them all off as deductions on her tax returns.  

 
While Mr. Aid and Melody were working with appeals to resolve 
the collection issues, they learned that the IRS had audited 
Melody's 2014 return. And as she had not responded, the IRS 
issued a Statutory Notice of Deficiency, or 90 day letter.  

 
 Melody had moved several times and failed to notify the IRS of her 

new addresses. There were apparently ten days left to petition the 
Tax Court. Melody asked Mr. Aid to assist her in preparing a 
petition. She timely filed the petition with the Tax Court for this tax 
year. 

 
 
 Once the petition was filed, chief counsel prepared an answer and 

the case was forwarded to Appeals for possible settlement of the 
issues. The case was assigned to AO Wise. After AO Wise's review 
of the file, a conference letter was mailed to Mr. Aid, scheduling 
him for an appeals telephone conference. Good morning, Mr. Aid.  

 
Whitely: Good morning Ms. Wise.  
 
Lane: As I shared in the conference letter, your client's 2014 tax year 

pending US Tax Court case was assigned to me for possible 
settlement. I scheduled this telephone conference to discuss your 
client's case and consider any settlement proposals to resolve her 
case without trial. The letter also included the fact that Appeals is 
independent from the division of the IRS proposed the adjustment 
to your client's tax liability. We resolve tax payer disputes. We 
resolve  disputes taxpayers have with the IRS in a fair and impartial 
way by applying the law and Court decisions to the facts of the 
case.  

 
 
 This conference will be informal and we will discuss facts, 

arguments and how the law supports your position. If you present 
new information or evidence, I may refer it to examination for 
consideration. You will receive their comments and you will have 
an opportunity to respond. Do you have any questions before we 
get started?  

 
Whitely: No, I have no questions at this time.  
 
Lane: Okay, well I have reviewed the case file, and as you know this case 

involves your client's business expenses that were not supported 
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with receipts to the IRS Examination function. In her Tax Court 
petition, your client stated that she disagreed with Compliance's 
determination because she actually paid these expenses. Is there 
any additional information you would like to add to your client's 
case?  

 
Whitely: Well, yes. While my client was disorganized, we believe that the 

Court will find that the expenses that were disallowed by the 
Examination function were actually ordinary and necessary in my 
client's line of work.  

 
 
 The amounts claimed were reasonable. The IRS did not consider 

her oral testimony, but simply disallowed the expenses because my 
client did not provide receipts. I understand that Appeals considers 
additional things when trying to solve a case.  

 
Lane: You are right. While both the Examination function and Appeals 

consider facts, evidence, oral testimony and the like, only Appeals 
has the authority to consider the hazards of litigation in attempting 
to settle a case. During the appeals process, we review the strengths 
and weaknesses of the respective positions taken in your case and 
give them a fresh look. We consider admissibility of the 
information being presented, credibility of the tax payer, how 
Courts in our circuit might decide on a case if available, and we 
may make a decision based on hazards of litigation. Is there 
additional information you would like to share with me to help me 
come to an independent resolution of your case?  

 
 
 Please note that we may need to send the case back to Compliance 

to consider new information.  
 
Whitely: As you probably read in my file, my client paid many of the band's 

expenses with cash, none of which were reimbursed to her. She 
was constantly paying cash for damage to hotel rooms and rental 
cars, food and drink, fines to local Courts and payments to 
paparazzi to stay away. Because the band members made no effort 
to reimburse her for these expenses, she simply wrote them off as a 
deduction on her tax return as travel related expenses. I've listed the 
expenses and appropriately categorized them on the appropriate 
Schedule C line items.  

 
Lane: Well, based on our conversation before this conference, were you 

able to obtain any corroborating evidence that would support your 
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client being at the physical locations from which the cash expenses 
were actually being claimed?  

 
Whitely: Yes. I had my client reconstruct her calendar based on the band's 

various performance dates and locations. 
 
 
 The cash expenses were associated to those specific dates. I faxed 

it over to you two weeks ago.  
 
Lane: Oh yes, you are right. I have it right here in the file. I did request 

that information during our initial telephone call. I reviewed the 
calendar and found that it helped to associate the cash expenses to 
specific dates. Many of the expenses also appear reasonable in light 
of the background situation with the band you shared with the IRS. 
With that said, I need to clarify that your client will not be able to 
deduct fines, penalties or bribes in relation to the band's antics.  

 
Whitely: I understand that, but my client insists that she paid all these 

expenses on behalf of the band and expects them all to be allowed.  
 
Lane: Well, Appeals has limited time to consider settlement proposals, so 

if we are unable to reach a settlement, I must return your case to the 
assigned IRS attorney for trial preparation.  

 
 
 Interest continues to accrue until the total amount due is paid if the 

Tax Court determines that your client has an unpaid liability. If 
your client wants to stop interest on all or part of the proposed 
amount, she can send a check or money order payable to the United 
States Treasury.  

 
Whitely: Can you give me a few minutes to discuss this with my client? It 

may cost more of her time to keep from going to Court than to 
accept a settlement offer.  

 
Lane: Of course. I am available for the rest of the day. Please call me 

back within 10 days, because  your case will be forwarded to 
counsel for trial preparation after the 10 day period has passed.  

 
Whitely: Trust me, I won't need much time. I will call you back with our 

final decision today.  
 
Lane: Okay. I look forward to hearing to back from you. Okay, here we 

go with audience participation again. How many of you believe 
that the tax payer has made her case?  
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 And should be allowed full deduction for her expenses. Raise your 

hand if you think yes. Okay, how about hands for no? Okay.  
 
Whitely: [Laughs].  
 
Lane: And then how about I just don't know, don't have enough 

information. All right, good. Okay, so now we'll go back to the 
book answer. After two hours, the telephone rings. Hello, this is 
Appeals Officer Wise speaking.  

 
Whitely: Ms. Wise, I spoke with my client. While she doesn't like it, she 

would like to get this process over and she is willing to accept your 
settlement offer.  

 
Lane: Okay. I will have the tax computation prepared and send you a 

stipulated decision document for her signature. Once it is returned 
to me, it will be submitted to counsel for filing with the Tax Court.  

 
Whitely: Let me ask you this: is there a possibility counsel won't accept this 

agreement?  
 
 
Lane: When a docketed case is forwarded to Appeals for consideration, 

Appeals has the sole authority to resolve a docketed case through 
settlement until the case is returned to counsel. So if Appeals 
reaches a settlement with the tax payer in the docketed case, a 
stipulated decision document reflecting the proposed resolution 
will be prepared and forwarded to the tax payer. When Appeals 
prepares the decision document, counsel may assist with the 
drafting as needed. But by signing the proposed stipulated decision 
document and returning the document to the IRS, the tax payer 
makes an offer to settle the case. Counsel will only review the 
decision document for accuracy and completeness. Then they'll 
sign the decision document on behalf of the Commissioner and file 
the document with the Tax Court.  

 
Whitely: What happens after the decision document is filed with the Tax 

Court? Will the tax payer get a bill?  
 
 
Lane: Oh yes, Mr. Aid. Once the decision documents are entered with the 

Tax Court, IRS will assess the tax and your client will receive a 
bill. Please be on the lookout for the decision document. Any 
additional questions?  
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Whitely: No, Ms. Wise. I have learned a lot about the docketed case process, 

as this was my first one. Thank you.  
 
Lane: Well, you are quite welcome. All right, well thank you. I hope you 

enjoyed that.  
 
Now, here's some pointers to ensure that your case is ready for 
Appeals consideration. Don't wait until the case is in Appeals to 
submit new information or raise new issues. A first review of all 
relevant information by Compliance ensures that the tax payer is 
afforded a true appeal with respect to his or her position or issue. If 
Appeals conducts the initial review, then the tax payer is not 
getting a true appeal or a second look at his or her case.  

 
 
 If Exam has been given an opportunity to review the information, 

then Appeals will not send the information back. It is important to 
give all relevant information to Compliance when they have the 
case. The representative should always be ready to extend a 
settlement offer, to the Appeals Officer. All right, so getting to 
resolution sooner. We recognize that the entire process from 
Examination to Appeals consideration to final resolution can be 
time consuming. There are other alternative dispute resolution 
services available. The purpose of ADR is to resolve the case as 
early in the process as possible.  

 
 
 Publication 4167, available on the IRS.gov website, will provide 

more information about these options. If this is all new to you and 
you have a disagreement with the IRS but are not sure whether 
mediation is right for you, then please check out the Appeals 
Mediation Programs online self-help tool. It is a very useful tool.  

 
Okay, we also have early referral to Appeals. Taxpayers whose 
returns are under the jurisdiction of Examination or Collection may 
request the transfer of the developed but unagreed issue to Appeals, 
while the other issues continue to be developed in Examination. 
Early referral can also be requested with respect to issues regarding 
an involuntary change in method of accounting, employment tax, 
employee plans and exempt organizations.  

 
 
 Regular Appeals procedures apply, including the tax payer 

conferences that are available to them. For complete information 
on this, see Revenue Procedure 99-28. Fast track settlement is a 
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very useful program. FTS is designed to help IRS operating 
divisions and taxpayers expeditiously resolve disputes while their 
case is still in Examination. In an FTS, a trained mediator from the 
IRS Office of Appeals is assigned to help the taxpayer and 
Examination reach an agreement on the disputed issues. 

 
 In addition to using the mediation techniques to facilitate 

settlement discussions, the Appeals mediator may extend a 
settlement proposal and use Appeals settlement authority, if 
needed, to resolve the dispute.  

 
 The tax payer and Compliance retain full control over every 

decision made during the FTS process. No one can impose a 
decision on either the tax payer or the IRS. The goal is to resolve 
the case within 60 days for SBSE and TEGE, and within 120 days 
for LB&I cases. You may request FTS by completing the 
application, which is Form 14017, after a Form 5701, Summary of 
Issues, Examination Lead Sheets or other similar documents, have 
been issued and you have provided a written response. FTS may be 
available for factual and legal issues, including listed transactions, 
compliance and appeals coordinated issues, and issues that require 
consideration of the hazards of litigation.  

 
 
 FTS is available for certain large business and international, small 

business self-employed and tax exempt and government entities 
taxpayers. For more information, see the following publications: 
5022 for SBSE, Publication 4549 for LB&I, and Publication 5092 
for TEGE cases. Another option is post-appeals mediation. 
Mediation is an informal, confidential and flexible dispute 
resolution process in which an Appeals Officer trained in mediation 
techniques serves as an impartial third party facilitating 
negotiations between the disputing parties. With PAM, a trained 
mediator from the IRS Office of Appeals is assigned to help you 
and your Appeals Officer reach an agreement on the disputed 
issues.  

 
 
 PAM does not create any special authority for settlement by 

Appeals. You retain full control over every decision you make 
during the PAM process. No one can impose a decision on either 
you or Appeals, so the mediator's not going to impose a decision. 
The mediator has no settlement authority. PAM is also an optional 
and non-binding process. PAM is available for both legal and 
factual disputes. However, for all Appeals campus cases, upon 
receipt of a mediation request and prior to taking any action, the 
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Appeals Team Manager, in discussion with the Office of Appeals 
tax policy and procedure, will determine based on the facts and 
circumstances of the case, whether to approve or deny the request 
for mediation.  

 
 To apply for PAM, prepare a written statement containing a 

specific request for post-appeals mediation detailing your position 
on the disputed issues. Send your request to the Appeals Team 
Manager and send a copy to the Area Director. Now, there is a 
Revenue Procedure 2014-63 which outlines the requirements to 
apply for post-appeals mediation in a lot of detail, so it's very 
helpful. Additional guidance is available in IRM 8.26.5 for non-
collection cases. So some of the benefits of ADR include that 
Appeals has encountered high satisfaction rates with the program 
and outcomes. The speed, the cost, the flexibility, the control, the 
reduced risk.  

 
 And for FTS, the tax payer retains full appeal rights if no 

agreement is reached. However, for early referral, if no agreement 
is reached, the tax payer can request PAM for that issue. Now, 
Appeals does not reconsider an unagreed early referral issue if the 
entire case is later protest – protested to Appeals unless there has 
been a substantial change in the circumstances regarding the issue. 
Pursuant to Revenue Procedure 2014-63, a tax payer that has 
utilized fast track settlement will not be eligible for post-appeals 
mediation.  

 
So, for more information, visit appeals at www.irs.gov/appeals. 
The Appeals website, available from www.irs.gov/appeals, 
includes information on how to appeal and what to expect during 
an appeal.  

 
 It also includes simple decision trees for you to use to help 

determine if you might qualify for penalty appeal, innocent spouse 
and an Offer in Compromise or post-appeals mediation. In 
addition, the website includes background information on Appeals, 
the Appeals process and links to all forms, letters and publications 
dealing with appeals rights. It's a great resource for understanding 
how to successfully navigate the Appeals process. And now, do we 
have any questions? Remember to please go to the microphone for 
your questions.  

 
Male 2: Should Mr. Aid have cited some specific IRMs and Court cases 

that would support his position? I'm thinking the Cohen rule for 
example, for the entertainment.  

 

http://www.irs.gov/appeals
http://www.irs.gov/appeals
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 I'm from Austin where we have a lot of entertainers, so, uh, he 

might've been able to make a stronger case. Am I right in thinking 
that?  

 
Lane: You absolutely are right in thinking that. Any case law, any IRMs, 

anything that you're aware of you wanna bring that to the Appeals 
Officer's attention.  

 
Female 1: Okay, I have a question. In this case the tax payer prepared her own 

protest to the Appeals Office. She requested the appeals to the IRS 
by mailing one letter by US mail and then another one by certified 
letter. The certified letter was sent back as refused with the wrong 
address. The other letter that was sent by mail never came back.  

 
 
 She then received a 90 day Notice of Deficiency only to find out 

that it wasn't mailed,  her protest wasn't mailed to the  Appeals 
Office by the due date. She filed a timely petition but my question 
is to you, is this a violation of her tax payer, um, bill of rights?  

 
Lane: It is not a violation of her rights because remember that the protest 

should actually be filed with the Compliance division, and  it 
sounds like that may have been the problem here; that the protest 
was filed with the Appeals division. So, that makes it premature 
because we in Appeals do not have the case yet. So if you file the 
protest with Appeals, there's nothing to associate that with.  

 
Female 1: Okay.  
 
Lane: So that's probably the issue.  
 
Female 1: Thank you.  
 
 
Male 3: Would you please go over a docketed tax case scenario. Not the 

whole scenario, but what happens when it goes to Appeals and –  
 
Lane: Sure.  
 
Male 3: How many days do you have?  
 
Lane: Okay, and, and this varies greatly, but once counsel answers the 

petition, then they send the case to Appeals and I would assign it to 
an Appeals Officer. Now, we do have a limited time based on 
whether that case has been calendared or whether it has not been 
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calendared yet. And each Appeals Office, each counsel office will 
give us a different timeframe. Typically, we need to return those 
cases to counsel 60 days before the calendar date to make sure that 
they have enough time if it's going to go for trial prep. But, the 
reason we say a limited time, we might get a case that is not on the 
calendar and two weeks later it appears on a calendar.  

 
 
 So we want to make it a priority and get the tax payer in as soon as 

possible to get their case resolved.  
 
 
Lane: I tell you what; we are within seconds of being out of time. So, I 

would be happy to answer questions out in the hallway afterwards. 
Thank you very much for your attention.  

 [End of Audio] 
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Glossary 

 

docketed case - In practice, a docket is a roster that the clerk of the court prepares, listing 
the cases pending trial. 

ex parte - In judicial proceedings, the term “ex parte” refers to a one-sided or partisan 
point of view received on behalf of or from one side or party only. Within the IRS, an ex 
parte communication is a communication between an Appeals employee (e.g., Appeals 
Officers, Settlement Officers, Appeals Team Case Leaders, Appeals Tax Computation 
Specialists, etc.) and employees of other IRS functions, without the 
taxpayer/representative being given an opportunity to participate in the communication.   

It is, however, important to note that not all ex parte communications are prohibited. 
Congress recognized that Appeals must have some communication (such as 
communication needed to determine workload demands and obtain workpapers, 
summaries, and reports for IRS decisions) with other IRS divisions to operate and to 
minimize additional requests to taxpayers for information already provided.  For 
additional guidance related to the prohibition on ex parte communications, see Revenue 
Procedure 2012-18. 

hazard of litigation - The term “hazards of litigation” simply means the IRS's chances of 
losing a particular issue or set of issues at trial. 

hazard settlement - is one that reflects an IRS assessment of how your case would be 
resolved by a Court if it were litigated.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.irs.gov/irb/2012-10_IRB/ar11.html
https://www.irs.gov/irb/2012-10_IRB/ar11.html
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